RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• What makes democracy more protective of foreign assets than autocracy?
• Under what conditions will a democracy expropriate foreign assets?
• Under what conditions will an autocratic leader restrain itself from expropriating foreign assets?
• Is there a common logic that drives the expropriation of foreign assets across regime types?
• What causal factors set democracy and autocracy apart?
LOGIC OF EXPROPRIATION AGAINST FDI
• Leaders must possess both political incentive and political capacity to expropriate foreign direct investment
• Political incentive to expropriate: 
WHAT SEPARATES DEMOCRACY AND AUTOCRACY?
• Distribution of Political Constraints across Regimes: 
WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
• Under certain conditions, both democracy and autocracy expropriate or refrain from expropriation.
• What separates the two are fundamental institutional disparities.
• In the literature on how democracy affects FDI, causal channel from democracy to better property rights to more FDI is overly simplistic
• Rule of law is not associated with regime type in a simple manner. Neither democracy nor autocracy always goes hand in hand with strong rule of law. 
